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ABSTRACT

Game companies and game developers maintain communities of
players interested and active through news and updates. Games are
updated to increase players’ satisfaction, the user experience and
gameplay. However, constant updates may generate frustration in
players. In this work, the Semiotic Inspection Method (SIM) has
been applied to analyze a Puzzle/RPG game, Gems of War. As
a result we have identified strategies used to provide players with
information about changes in Gems of War and verified how this
information has been accepted. We have studied the level of users’
acceptability, impact and understanding of users by coding play-
ers’ comments on the online forum of the game. This paper shows
that understanding the reaction of the players about the updates on
a game is as important as understanding how the game interface
elements and periodicity of changes are perceived.
Keywords: human-computer interaction, rpg games, puzzle
games, semiotic inspection method, coding.

1 INTRODUCTION

A large number of current games receive constant updates from
their developers to improve the players experience. Nonetheless,
there are not many works that describe the frequency and impacts
of such changes. These updates can be used to fix gameplay issues,
to fix interface problems or to generate new incentives for players.
The increments made in the games create new experiences to play-
ers over time, especially for veteran players. Often, when users stop
playing a game and return to the game after a while, they realize
that many things have changed. This is common in current games,
since developers need to comply with players’ demands because of
the strong competition in game industry [25].

Measuring user experience in games can be complicated and
generate many questions [3]. For example, there are games avail-
able for different operational systems such as: Android, Windows,
iOS or consoles such as: Xbox and Playstation. Cross-platform
games can amplify the players’ different user experiences, even
though the game is the same. Players of the same game may have
different experiences in distinct platforms, because of differences
in some interface options, language or versions [26].

The goal of this research is to evaluate how updates impact play-
ers’ user experience and what strategies are used in updates. To
do so, we have studied the game Gems of War1 which received a
general update in October 2015 (Update 1.0.72 ). The game has
a mixed genre (Puzzle and Role-Playing Game). In addition, the
developers of Gems of War apply small changes weekly and make
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1http://gemsofwar.com/. Accessed on June 7th, 2016.
2http://gemsofwar.com/1-0-7-out-now/

major changes in short periods of time, once every 2 or 3 months
approximately, based on patch notes presented in the Gems of War
website3. Because of these constant updates, Gems of War was
chosen for this study.

To find out how updates impact the Gems of War players’ ex-
perience, two methods of analysis commonly used in the Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) field were used. The first method
was the Semiotic Inspection Method (SIM) [13] which allowed
us to evaluate Gems of Wars communicability - that is, how well
the game communicates its designers’ intention regarding who the
game is for, what its goals are and how to interact with it. As a
result of the inspection, evidence was collected about the main fea-
tures of the game, and classes of signs were identified. The second
method used was the analysis of the users’ feedback published on
the game’s forum. Players’ comments were coded in relation to
game updates through open coding [7]. Both methods are quali-
tative and their results were then triangulated as will be present in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

Finally, we seek to understand which features of the game an-
alyzed can interfere with the user experience when modified. The
study enabled us to discovery classes of signs and how it related
to users’ perceptions and experiences. We have generated the fol-
lowing classes of signs with SIM: Items and Skills; Communica-
tion; Story; Enigmas; Interaction Mechanisms; Character Evolu-
tion; Continuity; Bonus and Rewards; Visual Effects; Layout and
Mini Game. We have also identified categories based on game fo-
rum publications. The contrast of the results generated by the two
methods indicate that players value their participation in the updat-
ing process through suggestions or criticism. For example, chang-
ing the layout of the screen elements in a new version of the game
may displease players who have been playing the game for a long
time, changing the game logic (how the system behaves, such as
how to interact and battle) can generate a cost to learning the new
behavior, creating new game functions can facilitate interaction or
make the game more complex. Therefore, updates can be a fac-
tor that defines whether players will continue playing or decide to
exchange games.

In section 2 we present other studies that have evaluated as-
pects related to qualities of use and user experience in games. The
methodology for the development of this work is described in Sec-
tion 3. Explanations about how the Semiotic Method Inspection
and Coding were applied are shown in sections 3.1 and 3.2, respec-
tively, and their main results in sections 4 and 5. In Section 6 we
discuss the triangulation of the results. Finally, in Section 7 we
present the main contributions of this paper and the next steps in
this research.

2 RELATED WORK

The literature search for studies that address updates on games did
not return works intrinsically related to this work. Several works
related to the term “update” are focused on “Massive Multiplayer
Online Games” games. Usually, these games use peer-to-peer net-

3http://gemsofwar.com/patch-notes/. Acessed on June 7th, 2016.
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works for real-time communication between players, with the pre-
sentation of architectures that seek to reduce delays and/or infras-
tructure costs [1][20][18].

However, we have found some studies that evaluated gameplay,
qualities of use and other aspects related to games. For example,
studies addressing the needs of communities of players, game in-
dustry and developers needs in relation to users’ experiences with
games [3][4], or the use of game elements in other systems to
enhance the experience and involvement of users (gamification)
[15]. Authors also study the relationship between interfaces and
game development projetct which require appropriate documenta-
tion, mainly to provide adequate control to multidisciplinary teams,
challenges and timelines [5].

In particular, gameplay is considered crucial for the success of a
game. Some works [14][32] present heuristics to assess the general
gameplay, while others propose heuristics specific to an aspect of
the game (mobile, multiplayer, online and others) [23]. Some pa-
pers discuss determining factors to the level of entertainment that a
game provides and resulting phenomena, such as: game flow, im-
mersion, excitement or fun [21]. Other studies conduct experiments
with players who are exposed to different versions of the same game
in order to assess the impact of the removal or mitigation of some
factor [22][16]. This research aims to identify the main character-
istics that affect users after an update. To do so, in this study we
have applied the performed a qualitative analysis of the impact of
on one update of the games Gems of War, version 1.0.7. To do
so, we have used the Semiotic Inspection Method (SIM) to analyze
Gems of War and contrasted it with users’ discourse available on
the games’ forum.

Other works have also used the SIM to analyze games. For in-
stance, SIM was applied in First-person Shooter Games (FPS) to
identify which strategies are used to convey information through
audio [9][27][8]. There are studies that applied SIM in Tower De-
fense games to evaluate similar semiotic characteristics that influ-
ence the sales of these games [2]. Furthermore, there are studies
evaluating syntactic, semantic and pragmatic dimensions of a given
game interface [17]. In this work, SIM is used to allow for the iden-
tification of interface signs that when modified or updated, affect
the players’ user experience.

There are specific assessments focused on gameplay, interface
and game mechanics [6], including game development and its im-
pact on gameplay interface [19]. Another important aspect is the
redesign of old games to current platforms [31], in other words,
not only should designers pay attention to the initial development
of interface, but they should also invest on iterative processes of
modifications. We found studies that analyzed how to generate a
narrative of a game through players’ responses, even without direct
contact with the game [24]. Similarly, we use a qualitative method
(coding) to code sections of Gems of War community forum.

In short, although there are many studies that focus on evalu-
ating user experience and gameplay, to the best of our knowledge
there has not been any investigation on the impact of a games up-
date on their players experience. In this paper, we conducted an in-
depth qualitative study that allows us to better understand aspects
involved in this phenomena.

3 METHODOLOGY

In order to conduct our study we have chosen the game Gems of
War, because it mixes two games genres: Puzzle and Role-playing
game (RPG). Currently, many games have hybrid genres, and the
combination of genres makes the games richer in details [30]. Thus
we believed that this game could point to interesting aspects regard-
ing updates and had been recently updated (in October 2015). SIM
was used to examine the game and identify classes of signs used
in this type of game. These results were contrasted with results
generated from the analysis and codification of players’ posts on

the game forum related to the game’s update. The methods were
applied by the two first authors who had applied SIM and open
coding before (as a course activity) and had experience in Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) and game development. One of the au-
thors applied SIM, and the other performed the open coding. Then
each one reviewed each others analysis and discussed any issues
they identified. The final results were discussed with the third au-
thor who is an expert in Semiotic Engineering, Human-Computer
Interaction and Qualitative Research.

3.1 Semiotic Inspection Method
Semiotic Inspection Method (SIM) is an inspection method [13]
based on Semiotic Engineering theory (SemEng), which allows the
evaluator to examine the communication strategies used by sys-
tems’ designers [28] and identify potential communicative break-
downs that may take place. Semiotic Engineering presents a com-
prehensive theoretical view of HCI, allowing for the understanding
of the phenomena involved in the design, use and evaluation of in-
teractive systems [28].

In Semiotic Engineering, the interface of a system is perceived
as a message being sentfrom designers to users in which designers
convey to users who are the intended users of the system, what
goals can be achieved with the it and how to interact with it to
achieve those goals [11]. The message being sent is composed by
signs (i.e. anything that means anything to anyone). Interface signs
are classified as metalinguistic, static and dynamic [28][12]. Met-
alinguistic signs are those that explain other interface signs. Static
signs express the system state, independently of temporal or causal
relations. Finally, dynamic signs express the system behavior when
users interact with it, i.e. causal and temporal relation.

SIM consists of 5 steps, preceded by the preparation process for
the method. The steps are: 1 - Inspection of metalinguistic signs;
2 - Inspection of static signs; 3 - Inspection of dynamic signs; 4
- Comparison and contrast of reconstructed meta-communication
messages; 5 - Appreciation of system’s communicability. During
the application of the method in steps 1, 2 and 3, the meta-message
of the designer is reconstructed based on the inspected signs. In
step 4, the applicator generates a single meta-message contrasting
the meta-messages generated in the previous steps. In step 5 is
generated a report about the system’s communicability.

SIM can be applied technically or scientifically [12]. The tech-
nical application of SIM focuses on the quality of the system and
identifies potential communicative breakdowns in the system. The
scientific application, on the other hand, focuses on inspecting the
system to investigate a research question. In this paper, we have
performed a scientific application of SIM to identify the types of
signs present in the game Gems of War and understand how games
updates impact the players’ user experience.

3.1.1 Preparation and Execution

SIM was used to investigate the following research question: “What
are the types of signs present in a game of the genre Puzzle/RPG
and how they impact the players user experience?”. We analyzed
all main screens and interactions that the game provides to users,
identifying the types of signs and the function of each sign in the
gameplay. To guide the inspection, the following scenario was de-
fined:

“John is a student who always liked computer games, video
games and mobile games. A few months ago, John found the game
Gems of War. He installed it on his smartphone and computer. The
young man began to play it frequently. However, after a while he
had to format his computer and change his phone. As John had
many things to do, he forgot to reinstall the game. When he decided
to play Gems of War again, John realized that the game had been
updated. Several screens were changed and features added. He
accessed the game website and found the update notes about the
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changes of the game. As he was on vacation, John decided to test
new features of the game and play again.”

As required by SIM, after each step analyzing one type of signs
– metalinguistic, static and dynamic – we reconstructed the design-
ers’ meta-message identifying who the designer expects the players
to be, what they want to do and how to play. We next present some
highlights to illustrate the application of the method.

The game’s web page displays metalinguistic signs related to the
platform and game genre, as well as information on how to play it.
On the screens of the game, the metalinguistic signs are expressed
by warnings or tips to the players, and also, information on the use
of certain elements. Figure 1 shows an example of a metalinguistic
sign. This sign indicates that designers understand that users would
like a game that combines puzzle and RPG genres, and also that
they probably know the game Puzzle Quest.

Figure 1: Example of a metalinguistic sign. Source: Game website:
http://gemsofwar.com/. Accessed in 02/23/2016.

Through the static signs it is possible to infer the resources avail-
able to the player and how the player can interact with the game.
The game has several features of the RPG style, such as the ex-
istence of a map and scattered kingdoms, which indicate that the
player can win and play in different kingdoms; possibly, the player
will have a different gaming experience in each kingdom. Further-
more, it is possible to play with other players, customize the player
character, gather coins and other resources. Related to the puzzle,
the game has an 8x8 size board with colored pieces, which refers
to a puzzle style “Match 3”. Players should combine three or more
pieces of the same type. A game board status is shown in Figure 2.
We can see the existence of two players and puzzle game works as
a battle between them.

Figure 2: Example of a static sign. Source: Screenshot of the game
Gems of War, patch 1.0.7.

The game engine is perceived with greater accuracy through dy-
namic signs. With these signs, it is possible to verify the existence
of game features observed during the analysis of static signs. We
can inspect the players’ interaction by various visual effects that in-
dicate, for example, the conquest of a new kingdom or a victory. A
player can match 3, 4 or 5 pieces of the same color. In Figure 3, ob-
serve that combining four pieces, the game produces an animation
of destruction of pieces. Then, the player gets an extra move and
coins.

The designers’ meta-message does not have any inconsistencies
and is well organized. The metalinguistic signs are mostly con-

Figure 3: Example of a dynamic sign. Source: Screenshot of the
game Gems of War, patch 1.0.7.

centrated on the game site than in the game’s interface. Static and
dynamic signs are related to each other, which contributes to a more
complete presentation of the elements and actions of the game. The
main interaction style used is direct manipulation. This allows the
player to explore the resources and learn more about what the game
offers.

The gameplay is simple. There are different ways a player can
interact with the game environment: a player can enter into king-
doms, buy items in the game store, set up and adjust a team battle
and communicate with other players. In general, the set of available
actions is small. There are not many possibilities to interact with the
scenario and modify it, in other words to influence the games con-
text. Nevertheless, the game has no inconsistency or disruptions
that hinder the player to continue the game. The controls in the in-
terface are clear and customizable. Also, players can customize the
volume and size of the game screen according to their needs.

In addition, a player can easily obtain information about the
game on the online forum and available tutorials. Some visual rep-
resentations may not be easily understood by beginners. Overall,
the layout and menus are intuitive and organized, but some func-
tions are camouflaged. The story is a motivational element, mean-
ing that the player will want to know more; however, the combi-
nation of stories and relationship among various kingdoms do not
seem to create a cohesive plot. The soundtrack is repetitive and
possibly unattractive to players, but players can turn it off. Finally,
the game is rich in characters, it has clear objectives, adjustable
difficulty levels and a rewards system.

3.2 Coding
Coding is a qualitative method used to index and categorize text.
Thus, it is possible to establish a structure of themes. Coding means
recognizing and identifying different types of topics existing in a
text [29]. That is, similarities of contexts, differences in attitudes,
frequencies, sequences, thoughts and patterns.

In the codification process concepts or codes are identified. A
code gives name to a phenomenon of interest to the researcher: an
event, object or action [7]. The codification process can be divided
into three phases: open coding, axial and selective [7]. In this work,
open coding was performed. Open coding involves breaking down,
analyzing, comparing, conceptualizing and categorizing data. In
the early stages of open coding, a researcher explores the data and
details what is relevant by intensive reading of texts. The analysis
of the text does not consider any predefined categories, but rather
the categories emerge from the discourse being analyzed.

The coding of the online forum is useful in the sense that this
game has an active community of players. The forum is divided
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into subjects and players expose their impressions and requests for
features. Nonetheless, it is easy to filter posts by topics and themes.
The results of the coding of the posts collected from the discussion
forum were used for the triangulation described in Section 6.

3.2.1 Preparation and Execution

Topics related to the update 1.0.7 of Gems of War and topics about
the gaming experience on computer and mobile phone versions
were coded using open coding. To do so, the steps executed were:

Step 1: Search the posts on the online community forum for
all topics regarding 1.0.7 upgrades. In these topics, there are com-
ments from players and discussions raised. Figure 4 illustrates top-
ics related to update 1.0.7. Within each topic there are a number of
replies to the topic. Figure 5 illustrates the body of a topic. A topic
contains information about how many replies, how many views and
how many files are shared in this environment.

Step 2: Copy all the answers present in the Gems of War forum
topics (topics about the 1.0.7 update) to a text file in order to support
the analysis process. These topics were found by entering “ 1.0.7
” in the search tab for the forum topics as shown in Figure 4. The
resulting file is composed of 50 topics, and each topic had a varied
number of comments within it. All the participants discourse (in
total 477 responses) in this file was coded. Codes and categories
emerged from the analysis of these speeches. Although the forum
is public, its participants are not identified. The coding process was
done in November and December of 2015.

Step 3: Analyze the responses and generate the codes. To do
so, we considered: What kind of comments are made? What is the
impact of these reviews? What are the reasons for these comments?
What are the strategies used? What types of issues are most widely
discussed in relation to the game update? Some of these codes are
described in Section 5.

Figure 4: Some topics related to the update 1.0.7 of the game Gems
of War ordered by relevance. This functionality is present in the forum
itself. Source: Forum screenshot: http://gemsofwar.com/. Accessed
on December 20th, 2015.

Figure 5: Example of forum thread about the update 1.0.7. In
this topic there are 83 answers. These 83 answers are data to
analyze and code. Adaptation of an image of the game forum:
http://gemsofwar.com/. Accessed on December 20th, 2015.

Step 4: The categories generated from the codes were used to
try and answer questions such as: What kind of problems did users
indicate the most? Which issues addressed in the forum topics are
related to which of the classes of signs identified by the SIM analy-
sis? How can updates impact players’ experience?

4 SIM RESULTS

The signs collected during the application of SIM for the desktop
and smartphone versions of the Gems of War were analyzed and
classified according to the recurrent features in the game and based
on the designers’ meta-message. We generated eleven classes of
signs related to the elements in the game Gems of War.

Class 1: Items and Skills – The presence of items and skills is
common in RPG games. In Gems of War, the weapons used by
heroes are represented by cards. Weapons and troops have skills
that contribute to the teams ability to win battles. It is possible to
buy weapons, armor and other items as well. This is expressed by
the existence of gold coins and other signs that represent money
(e.g. diamonds).

Class 2: Communication – RPG games usually have a main
character and mentor characters, and conversation is a widely used
resource. Many times, the presence of dialogs insert elements of
humor to the game. It contributes to a better understanding of the
character and story, and also gives the player the feeling of game
control. In Gems of War, communication elements are presented in
the form of dialogs, tips and warnings about what to do and how
to take action. There is crucial information for understanding the
motivations of the character and function of the items or skills in
the speeches of the characters and texts of the game cards.

Class 3: Story – The story in a game is created to attract the at-
tention of the player. In the case of Gems of War, the story reflects
what is the proposal within the game: win battles, conquer king-
doms and new troops. The player can navigate through a map and
meet kingdoms with different storylines, missions and unique chal-
lenges. Also, there are non-playable characters (NPC’s) that serve
as an aid to achieve goals and continuation of the game’s story, in-
teracting alongside the player-character or against it.
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Class 4: Enigmas – Gems of War has hidden missions, which
can be accessed by players in higher levels of the game. Enigmas
in RPG games serve as a way to keep players interested in the game.
They can also be perceived as a reward for veteran players, as they
provide new and different challenges to be faced.

Class 5: Interaction Mechanisms – RPGs have a rich mechanism
that allows the player to interact with other players and items, and
also to change levels within the game. Gems of War presents two
modes of interaction with other players: PvP (Player versus Player),
that allows players to battle other online players; Guilds 4, in which
groups of players interact and achieve awards and several bonuses
for the group. The Puzzle in Gems of War is of the style “Match-3”,
that requires the player to combine three or more pieces of the same
type. Players interact with a board filled with pieces of different
types, and when they combine 3 of the same type they receive points
and/or bonuses. That way, a player can load troops to attack the
enemy.

Class 6: Evolution of character – The player is exposed to dif-
ferent difficulty levels. There is the possibility of players evolving
their characters and entering battles against others by playing chal-
lenges or buying armors, items and weapons. It is also possible to
evolve troops with particular objects of the game (souls). This class
is represented by signs of characters status, and signs that indicate
level or experience.

Class 7: Continuity – One of the interests of game designers is to
make the players play the game for a long period of time, keeping
players loyal to the game. Therefore, achievements and progress in
the game are kept even if the player is not active. In Gems of War,
kingdoms and coins that the player has are kept; however, a battle
cannot be interrupted and continued afterwards. This class is rep-
resented by signs that offer the option to finish/save a round and it
involves signs of other classes presented, such as: Communication
signs, signs of Items and Skills or signs of Evolution of character.

Class 8: Bonus and Rewards – A feature in both games, Puzzles
and RPG, is the bonus. Every time the player wins a battle he/she
gets a reward. A common strategy in games for smartphones is
rewarding players daily, encouraging them to play every day and
to continue advancing in the game. This class is represented by
various signs in the game: coins, diamonds, keys, maps and other
signs used as bonuses.

Class 9: Visual Effects – Visual effects features (more or less
elaborated) are present in games of all kinds. In Puzzle games,
the visual effects are often simpler. In RPG games, the effects are
better elaborated, although this feature depends on several other
factors. The visual effects help to attract the players’ attention to
certain aspects of the game. In Puzzles match-3, it is quite common
to use primary colors (blue, green and red), so as not to present a
full board of mixed colors and tire the player. On the other hand, in
RPG games there is a tendency to use more dark and gloomy colors
to represent worlds of war or fantastic creatures, although there are
many exceptions. Gems of War merges these two forms.

Class 10: Layout – RPG games have different elements, com-
monly grouped by type and presented to users by buttons arranged
on the game screen. This presents players with an organized view
of the possible actions or tasks at a given moment. In Puzzle games
there are fewer elements and options on the screen. They are com-
monly presented in the game board, in the score of the player and
other specific elements. In the case of Gems of War, as the puzzle
is a battle between two players they are represented as set of cards -
on one side of the board are the player’s cards, and on the opposite
side, the enemy’s cards.

Class 11: Mini Game – The goal of mini games is to entertain
players and run in parallel to the main game. The idea is to pre-
vent the player from getting tired of always performing the same

4The term “guild” refers to a group of players who help each other to
achieve rewards and gain new items in Gems of War.

actions. It provides one more way to keep players always active.
Mini games can have their own particular signs, but they also in-
clude signs that integrate them to the main game. In Gems of War,
the mini games contribute to the evolution of the player in the main
game. For example, the “Arena” of the Gems of War is a mini game
that shares the same signs found in common battles (board with
pieces, cards representing the player’s team, radio buttons and oth-
ers), but players will use it to improve their character, to earn items
for battles against other players or to conquer kingdoms (goals that
are part of the main game).

5 CODING RESULTS

In the analysis of the forum, 477 comments from different players
were coded. In total, we generated 97 codes, combined into 15 dif-
ferent categories. Similar codes or codes with the similar purposes
were grouped in the same category. For instance, the code “Search
Facility” was associate to references made by players to aspects of
the search engine, as illustrated by the following comment made by
a player:

Search Facility – “The banner/team updates are great. But al-
phabetized kingdom names would be much more helpful than
numbers, and would not make things any more difficult.”

Categories were generated from the codes to represent the types
of updates that users were referring to. They were generated by
combining the codes that emerged in the open coding step. Next we
present the resulting categories. For each one of them, we briefly
explain what it refers to and present one of the codes associated to
it, and a player’s comment that illustrates the code. The categories
are shown in a descending order of number of comments associated
to it. That is, categories which have generated greater impact appear
first.

Category 1: Updates on artificial intelligence and game logic –
This category consists of codes which indicate players’ reflections
about the game logic and the systems learning ability in a specific
battle.

Example code: Dissatisfaction with artificial intelligence
“ It’s not about the battle time–which isn’t really significantly

better anyway, as many other things like AI response still take the
same time as before.”.

“Honestly, I’m disappointed that the much hyped difficulty set-
tings are just buffs to the other team. I was really hoping that they
would be a smarter AI that would make choices instead of just fol-
lowing a formula for moves.”

Category 2: Updates on speed and combination of pieces – This
category is one of the most commented by players, especially re-
garding the fact that designers have modified the speed to match
pieces in the game.

Example code: Speed - “The massive increase of speed is ex-
tremely annoying.”.

Category 3: Updates on bonus – This category lists codes re-
garding bonus money or bonus items for the troops and kingdoms;
rewards (cash and items that a player wins daily) and troops bonus.

Example code: Bonus - “The bonuses also help to make some
less obvious teams more viable. The +10 life to my goblin team
certainly patched a rather large hole in their functionality.”.

Example code: Status bonuses for some combinations of troops
- “This update bonus killed our top 200 guild, I can’t imagine what
it did to even lower ranked guilds. We need to switch between old
and new mode!! be democratic devs!!”

Example code: Bonus of mastery5 - “The colors on the banners

5The gems in the game are pieces inside the board. By combining gems,
the monsters are loaded to attack the enemy according to the color they
need. “Mana surge” is a game engine that doubles the mana (or energy) that
you get when you combine gems. The chance of “ Mana surge” is called
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indicate the bonus they give. You don’t need to remember anything.
If it has only one color, it gives a bonus of +2 per matches for that
color. If it has two colors, it gives a +1 bonus to each color.”

Category 4: Updates on types of monsters and troops – This cat-
egory is another category that generated a large impact on players
experience. In previous versions, not all monsters or troops had
types. In 1.0.7 update all troops have types, and some monsters had
their types modified.

Example code: Types of troops - “How is Bone Dragon a dragon
when he could also be undead at the same time? And why is the
Templar a knight, when the Paladin from the very same kingdom is
divine? How is the Goblin King not a giant? I guess they should
rework the troop types anyway.”.

“Speaking of odd troop types, how exactly is Orion the Centaur
a Fey and not Wildfolk? Also, if Goblin + Rocket = Construct, then
shouldn’t Goblin + Boar = Beast?”

Category 5: Updates on bugs – The codes in this category con-
trast game problems or errors. For example, cards that do not ap-
pear in images, card combinations that are very difficult to fight
or synchronization problems and even outages in the middle of a
match. In addition, explanations of what has been done or is being
done to fix it.

Example code: Game errors - “The most recent one I can think
of is if Kerberos was entangled and he consumed a target, he got
the health buffs but not the attack buffs. I’m assuming they have
code to get this bug out of everything come 1.0.7.”.

Example code: No functional changes in troops - “Some troops
became much too strong, like Webspinner, others took the troops
from borderline playable to too far under the power curve.”.

Category 6: Updates on search filters – The codes forming this
category indicate players’ satisfaction in most cases. Players can
sort and search troops by name, level, rarity or skills with the search
filters. Players can also find a monster/troop by color, kingdom or
by its name.

Example code: Search filters - “I think the search box works
exceedingly well actually. Want to make a team that does stuff with
skulls? Type “skull” In the bar... Etc. I love it!”.

Category 7: Updates on weapons, heroes and armors – These
three characteristics were put together, since the heroes of Gems
of War use weapons and armors. There were not many comments
associated to this category. One of the reasons for this could be
the fact that weapons and heroes did not receive updates on version
1.0.7, during our period of analysis. Armors have received updates
only for Xbox One and Playstation 4 versions. Therefore, this may
justify the few comments in the forum, since the selected topics are
from computer and smartphone players.

Example code: Items - “Many weapons and troop abilities don’t
scale in balance with the new bonuses.”.

Category 8: Updates on the layout of the elements – Changes
related to the buttons that disappeared or buttons that switched
places on the main screen. It also includes suggestions from players
about the elements on the screen and possible explanations about
screen changes.

Example code: Organization of strike team - “I don’t think this
is working as intended. It looks like the only place it saves your
team is when you’re on the page where your about to hit the button
to attack someone. Very annoying for period like me who want to
make a bunch of teams at once.”.

Category 9: Updates on difficulty level – Most of the comments
referred to changes in the level of difficulty of the battles. Players

mastery in Gems of War. A player improves a mastery for a particular color
when he or she increases the character’s level. The bonus coming from a
kingdom is applied at the time that occurs a “Mana surge”. For example, a
player matches three green pieces. He or she earns 6 green mana (double of
mana) + the kingdom bonus for the first creature that uses the color green
on his/her team (from top to bottom).

can choose a difficulty level to play, but they do not need to activate
them if they don’t want to. However, in Gems of War, the higher
the difficulty levels, the greater the experience, gold, and rewards
obtained.

Example code: Difficulty levels
“Add in the fact that there is now difficulty levels, and my con-

cerns about “not challenging enough” are addressed – well done!”
“The only way they generally make it challenging is to increase

the health/damage/stats of the enemies or increase the number of
enemies. The only game I had a hard time beating doing everything
in my power to do so was Dark Souls.”

“My team got squashed in seconds using Warlord IV. But War-
lord I is quite fun!”

Category 10: Updates for advanced players – Some of the codes
generated represent events on updates which favored, excluded or
have been felt by players with advanced levels in Gems of War.

Example code: Advanced players - “The problem is that the
battle became quite repetitive all the way. I guess other high level
players may feel the same way. Hopefully, the new patch 1.07 will
give me a new horizon.”.

Category 11: Updates on card design and troops design – This
category is comprised by codes that describe what users liked and
what users did not like in the design of game cards. The cards have
drawings which represent troops and weapons inside the game.

Example code: Elements design - “Card art was better before;
Card text is hard to read on a mobile phone.”.

Category 12: Updates regarding the communication options – It
is formed by codes that depict what the players said about teams’
and guilds’ chats. It is also included aspects raised about the news
tab, events tab and general information tab.

Example code: Guild chat - “As it is, the guild chat log does
not really survive too long, especially in a chat guild, and many of
our discussed team formations get pushed out of discussion frame
within matter of days.”.

Category 13: Updates on mini games – Many codes talk about
the mini games in Gems of War. The game has two mini games.
The Battle Arena and another kind of puzzle game called “Treasure
Hunter”. Both differ from the normal game mode.

Example code: Mini games - “I have three troops in Arena
which are level one. After the battles I can buy them for a cer-
tain amount of gems, meaning that they will be level 10 after the
Arena. Is that worthwhile, or is it exactly the same amount of gems
as when I buy souls for gems and level them up manually?”

Category 14: Updates on animations and effects – Animations
and effects have changed. The codes comprising this category are
related to changes in the movement of pieces of monsters and cards
on the screen. Note that Category 2 (updates on speed and combina-
tion of pieces) is related to this category. However, Category 2 was
established exclusively for the speed of pieces animations, since the
players have focused on this aspect, whereas this category includes
any other animation present in the game (the animation of draging
a key and a treasure chest opens, the animation of the trophy that
appears after a victory and others).

Example code: Combat Animation “The combat animation is
terrible. It takes all the pleasure out of this game. This damn hus-
tle and bustle during the battle gives me headache and high blood
pressure. I want my gems of war back.”.

Category 15: Updates on story – Codes that refer to the story of
the characters and kingdoms of the game. The player’s speech be-
low indicates his/her satisfaction with the update in the story and,
therefore, illustrates an update that was well received.

Example code: Kingdoms story - “ I just personally enjoyed the
stories and would love to replay some of the more epic moments
again (Khaziel, anyone?).”.
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Besides analyzing the topics commented by players, we also
wanted to have an indicator of the acceptability of the updates by
the users. Thus, we also classified each of the 477 comments re-
garding how they expressed players’ acceptability, labeling each
one as having a bad, neutral or good acceptability. Comments were
labeled as neutral when players did not express whether they liked
or disliked the changes, and usually represented explanations about
some game feature in response to another player’s question. When
comments presented negative aspects of the updates, they were la-
beled as bad, and if they expressed satisfaction, they were then la-
beled as good. Figure 6 shows the distribution of comments regard-
ing players acceptability. Notice that almost half of the comments
(48%) are neutral, about 35.4% are bad, and only the 16.6% left is
positive.

Figure 6: Representation of players’ acceptance level regarding up-
date 1.0.7 of Gems of War, based on 477 replies coded.

In the next section we contrast and discuss the results obtained
with SIM and the analysis of the forum.

6 TRIANGULATION AND DISCUSSION

The application of a single qualitative method can not generate ad-
equate evidence for a phenomenon [10]. Thus, the use of several
methods or the comparison of results may provide a deeper un-
derstanding. Triangulation allows the comparison of the results
of two or more methods and increases the degree of reliability of
the results. In this work, two methods have been applied in differ-
ent sources to establish different perspectives about the same con-
text. First, we performed the analysis of the Gems of Wars meta-
communication through the game interface and, then, we generated
categories based on discussions related to game’s update. As a re-
sult, when we contrast the results we can see which classes of sign
were impacted by each update category. In other words, we can
see what aspects of the Gems of Wars meta-communication was
affected by the updates.

In Table 1 we show for each update category, which classes of
sign were involved in the update and, thus, affected by it. We can
notice in Table 1 that while some update categories have involved
only a single class of sign, others involved a number of them. For
instance, updates regarding communication options, only affects
the Communication signs. On the other hand, updates on artificial
intelligence and game logic impact the classes of signs: Enigma,
Interaction mechanisms and Continuity.

Table 1: Relation between SIM results and Coding results
Categories Classes of Signs

Updates on artificial intelligence
and game logic

Enigmas,
Interaction Mechanisms,
Continuity

Updates on speed and
combination of pieces

Interaction Mechanisms,
Visual Effects,

Updates on bonus Items and skills,
Bonus and Rewards,

Updates on types of monsters
and troops

Interaction Mechanisms,
Evolution of Character

Updates on bugs Evolution of Character
Updates on search filters Interaction Mechanisms
Updates on weapons, heroes
and armors

Items and skills,
Bonus and Rewards,

Updates on layout of
the elements Layout

Updates on difficulty level Interaction Mechanisms
Updates for advanced players Interaction Mechanisms
Updates on card design and
troops design Visual Effects

Updates regarding the
communication options Communication

Updates on mini games Mini Game
Updates on animations
and effects Visual Effects

Updates on story Story

Analyzing Table 1 we can see that the 1.0.7 update of Gems of
Wars affected all the classes of signs that are relevant in the game.
A review that changes all the classes of signs, even if slightly can be
perceived as a review of the designers’ view as a whole, that is, of
the whole meta-communication. These changes require players to
review their understanding of the meta-message and the meanings.
As was noticed in our acceptability analysis, almost half of the com-
ments are explanations, in other words, players helping each other
understand these change and their impact on the game (i.e. the de-
signers’ meta-message).

Next, we present for each update category what classes of signs it
involves, what players thought were the most relevant aspects of the
update, and the number of positive, negative and neutral comments.
Once again we present the categories in order of their impact, i.e.
from the most commented ones to the least commented categories.

Category 1: Updates on artificial intelligence and game logic
Comments: Good: 15; Bad: 36; Neutral: 79; Total: 130;
Changes in the this category affect the classes of signs enigmas,

interaction mechanisms and continuity. The changes affect how to
access missions or end them (class: enigmas), terminating a mis-
sion and being able to go back to a kingdom or to be able to main-
tain or save executed actions (class: continuity), as well as how a
player can battle other players or interact with a board game (class:
interaction mechanisms).

Analyzing players comments, most of them were neutral, that
is explanations about how the game works after the review or sug-
gestions of new features or improvements. Players expressed their
approval of the changes regarding new manipulation tools, the abil-
ity to skip battles before starting them and improvements in the
difficulty levels of these battles. Nonetheless there were more com-
ments of dissatisfaction with the logic of the game than of approval.
Players did not like the changes involving the enemy-computer be-
havior, when the computer assumed the role of a enemy. Other
problems discussed were the new selection of teams, that requires
players to select the team each time they start a battle, even if play-
ers has not made any changes since their last fight; and the allo-
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cation of PvP (Player versus Player) battles, in which players of
different levels are put to fight.

Category 2: Updates on speed and combination of pieces
Comments: Good: 22; Bad: 19; Neutral: 34; Total: 75;
This category involves signs that represent visual effects of ac-

tions within the game and interaction mechanisms. The presence of
visual effects is an important aspect of fun in a game. Players of
Gems of War would like to decide some aspects such as the speed
at which the pieces move. Most neutral reviews suggest some kind
of option to set the speed at which the board pieces should be com-
bined. While some players thought that increase in speed in the
new version made the game more dynamic, others thought that it
was stressful and too much of a change.

This category is related to the animation category - which also
is generated by speed and combination of pieces. However, since
there were many comments specific about the speed and piece com-
bination we separated this category from the animation category.

Category 3: Updates on bonus
Comments: Good: 6; Bad: 18; Neutral: 44; Total: 68;
Updates on bonus involve changes in the classes of signs items

and skills and bonus and rewards. In the 1.0.7 review, there were
new opportunities to get bonuses. Players liked the new combi-
nations of troops and kingdoms, but complained about the lack
of consistency in the status of some of the creatures after apply-
ing specific bonuses. The new bonuses benefited advanced players
and those with evolved kingdoms, which made battles against them
very difficult, which was perceived as the game becoming unfair
for beginners. Neutral comments focused mainly on suggestions
for changes to these excessive gains. Some players even asked for
a new quick update to fix these aspects specifically.

Category 4: Updates on types of monsters and troops
Comments: Good: 7; Bad: 17; Neutral: 17; Total: 41;
This category involves the signs of the class character evolution

and interaction mechanisms. Although some players liked the new
types of troops added to the game, many players complained about
the difficulty of winning with certain monsters and unfair skills.
Neutral comments were mainly explanations and tips to those that
expressed dissatisfaction or doubt with a new monster/troop.

Category 5: Updates on bugs
Comments: Good: 1; Bad: 31; Neutral: 9; Total: 41;
The bugs fixed in the 1.0.7 review of the game were more ex-

pressive in signs of evolution of character. Also, users commented
on the identification of new bugs and the difficulty to understand
the designer’s message.

Only one comment was identified as positive. A player thanked
designers for solving a problem. Negative comments are the ma-
jority in this category, such as low performance of the game on
older devices and game crashes or bugs in some features. The neu-
tral comments are general explanations to other players about the
causes of bugs found and tips on how to deal with them.

Category 6: Updates on search filters
Comments: Good: 3; Bad: 3; Neutral: 26; Total: 32;
This category generates changes to interaction mechanisms re-

lated to searching and filtering. The facility to conduct searches
in the new version and filter results in different ways was appre-
ciated by users. However, players still complained about the lack
of a filter to search by types of troops in this game update. In fact
this filter was added in this update, but it was not noticed by many
players. This is an indication that some players missed part of the
changes in the meta-message generated by designers. Neutral com-
ments presented suggestions of other functions for future versions
of the game.

Category 7: Updates on weapons, heroes and armors
Comments: Good: 0; Bad: 1; Neutral: 27; Total: 28;
Updates in this category referred to items and skills and bonus

and rewards. Most of the comments reported weapons and abilities

not being balanced with the teams’ bonuses. Players also reported
was the fact that there were different armors for the Xbox One and
PlayStation 4 versions that were not available in the computer and
smartphone versions. That is, when the game platform changes,
some features are different, even though the game is the same.

Category 8: Updates on the layout of the elements
Comments: Good: 9; Bad: 5; Neutral: 9; Total: 23;
The improvement in the presentation of the rewards that a hero

character receives generated positive reviews. Other positive com-
ments were about the layout of the building battle teams screen,
the hero display screen and the kingdoms information screen. On
the other hand, the negative comments complained about too much
information on the same screen, lack of clarity on the screens and
information architecture. Players like the variety of options avail-
able in the game which allows them a greater control over some
game aspects. Nonetheless, they did not like when these control
screens changed a lot what they were used to.

Category 9: Updates on difficulty level
Comments: Good: 4; Bad: 7; Neutral: 12; Total: 23;
The possibility of choosing the game’s difficulty level is directly

related to the signs of interaction mechanisms. Players like to have
control over the difficulty level of the game. While in an easier level
they can have more fun with less pressure, in a more difficult level,
the challenges and rewards are greater. However, the highest level
of difficulty has not been approved by the players and has been con-
sidered impossible to win. Another point that generated comments
was the amount of bonuses that are earned when playing at differ-
ent levels. Players considered that battles in higher levels were not
being appropriately rewarded. There were neutral comments about
what players thought of each level and explanations about bonuses
in each level.

Category 10: Updates for advanced players
Comments: Good: 4; Bad: 8; Neutral: 5; Total: 17;
Advanced level players are those who have played and, thus,

have seen a lot of what the game can offer. These players tended
to express their approval of the new features or improvements in
battle modes. Nonetheless, some of these players felt that the game
updates were not enough to keep their interest in the game, since
they considered they already knew everything there was to know
in the game. Other comments expressed that levels of difficulty
created for advanced level players were too difficult even for those
players. The neutral comments were mainly players’ suggestions
of functions they believed would make the game more entertaining
and challenging.

Category 11: Updates on card design and troops design
Comments: Good: 2; Bad: 11; Neutral: 3 Total: 16;
Updates in this category refer to the class of signs of visual ef-

fects, and are related to game design and its composition (colors,
layout, text and images). The change in the cards’ design caused
disagreements in the comments - while a few players enjoyed it,
others did not. However, the consensus among the comments was
that the cards contained more information, but the font size in some
of them is too small, making it difficult to read. Some players also
reported having difficulties in understanding the information on the
cards and presented their suggestions on how to improve them.

Category 12: Updates regarding the communication options
Comments: Good: 3; Bad: 6; Neutral: 5; Total: 14;
Updates on communication options involve the communication

signs. The positive comments were about the changes in the guild
chat. The negative comments were about the lack of warnings to
players about the new changes. Some players complained that they
were caught by surprise, and that they did not appreciate it. The
remaining reviews were suggestions of new functionalities for the
guild chats.
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Category 13: Updates on mini games
Comments: Good: 3; Bad: 3; Neutral: 5; Total: 11;
Mini games are considered good places for beginners to get more

gold and cards according to players’ comments. Some players re-
ported problems in the monsters raffle that would be used to battle
in the Arena (one of the Gems of War mini games). Other players
only responded to doubts of other forum participants.

Category 14: Updates on animations and effects
Comments: Good: 0; Bad: 3; Neutral: 4; Total: 7;
This category includes elements associated to animations and ef-

fects in the game, such as movement cards and switching screens.
Mainly players complained about the animation being poor at some
moments. For example, when players are looking for an enemy to
battle, they did not like the appearance of the victory message and
the card motion to illustrate an attack. In neutral comments, play-
ers suggested some changes to reduce animations they considered
unnecessary or too long.

Category 15: Updates on story
Comments: Good: 1; Bad: 1; Neutral: 0; Total: 2;
As the game is consolidated and well accepted by users, the

story plot and the way it appears did not have any significant
changes. There were only two comments from players in this cate-
gory. One comment approved the option to be able to see and play
kingdom stories more than once. The other participant expressed
his/her view that kingdoms were meaningless. Although designers
changed many aspects of their meta-message, they did not make
any significant change on the story plot of the game, which is a
main aspect of their meta-communication to players.

7 FINAL REMARKS

Games are often updated generating new patches or versions. Often
these updates can take place in short intervals of time, or change
significantly aspects of the game. Although these updates impact
the user experience, we have not found any works that focus on this
impact. Our work is a first step in the direction of better understand-
ing how updates can impact players’ experience.

In this paper we have presented an in-depth analysis of the ef-
fects of the 1.0.7 update of Gems of War on its players. To do so,
we have used the Semiotic Inspection Method to analyze the main
communicative signs being used by the games’ designers, analyzed
players’ comments about the updates and identified what were the
main aspects updated and how they were received by the players.

Through the application of SIM we have identified 11 classes of
signs used in Gems of Wars. Since these classes refer to features
of Puzzle/RPG games, we would expect that they might also rep-
resent signs of these types of games. However, analysis of other
Puzzle/RPG games would be necessary to consolidate them for this
type of game, or identify whether any of the classes are specific to
Gems of Wars.

In the game’s online forum, comments related to the updates
(477) were collected and coded through open coding. As a re-
sult, we have generated 15 categories based on descriptive codes of
the participants’ comments. By triangulating the results of the two
analyses we were able to discuss the main aspects that impacted the
users, and how it was perceived by players (positively, negatively
or neutral - which usually meant the need for explanation).

Our analysis showed that Gems of War 1.0.7 update reviewed
most of the designers meta-message to users. However, the changes
in game logic, speed and combination of pieces and bonuses were
the ones that generated the larger impact on users and were the topic
of over half the comments analyzed. The update in general affected
mainly Interaction Mechanism signs, which is an important part of
the designers meta-communication conveying how to interact with
the game.

This work contributes to the research on impact of updates on
user experience by presenting a methodology that can not only in-

dicate the main points changed in a specific update, but also how
users reacted to them. Being a qualitative study, we do not claim
that the classes of signs and categories of updates apply to other
games or updates, respectively. Nonetheless, their identification
can be a starting point in a similar analysis. Furthermore, future
studies could aim at investigating their applicability in other gam-
ing contexts.

Also, our results indicate that there are many factors that game
designers should consider when deciding the frequency with which
to update a game. Players participation in the game forum could be
taken as a sign of their interest to support the updating process and
the evolution of the game as a whole. Almost half of the comments
were classified as neutral, which consisted of explanations about the
changes or suggestions of how to improve the game or solve per-
ceived problems. Also positive and negative feedback from players
can be useful to game designers in identifying new evolving direc-
tions for the game.

The next steps in our research involve applying this methodol-
ogy to other Puzzle/RPG games in order to collect further data that
could allow us to consolidate classes of signs and update categories
identified in this paper. Some of the comments referred to differ-
ent experiences users had of the same game in different platforms.
Thus, it would be interesting to investigate issues related to cross-
platform gaming experience.
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